LONDON W1

─ Converted Dutch style warehouse

─ Air conditioning

─ Bespoke contemporary refurbishment

─ Roof terraces on 1st and 2nd floors

─ Attractive period façade

─ Fitted kitchenettes

─ Wooden flooring

─ Passenger lift serving all floors

─ Contemporary lighting

─ Contemporary reception area

The building is located on the south side of Great Marlborough
Street and benefits from Soho’s diverse mix of shops, coffee
bars and foodie spots. Also in close proximity is historic Mayfair,
providing access to chic boutiques, flagship designer stores
and some of London’s finest restaurants and cocktail bars.
Oxford Circus is within a short walking distance, whilst Bond
Street and Tottenham Court Road underground stations, both
hosting the new Elizabeth line (Crossrail), are also nearby.

A new lease is available direct from the landlord.

FLOOR

CONDITION

AREA
/ sq ft

RENT
/ psf

RATES
/ psf

SERVICE
CHARGE

1st

CAT A

1,249

£79.50

c. £27.00

£6.00

2nd

FURNISHED

1,238

£85.00

c. £27.00

£6.00

4th

CAT A

474

£79.50

c. £27.00

£6.00

All inspections must be arranged
via the sole joint agents:
Crossland Otter Hunt
Nick Sinclair | nick@coh.eu | 07970 511 730
Charlotte Steele | charlotte@coh.eu | 07503 625 481
Monmouth Dean
Jason Hanley | jhanley@monmouthdean.com | 07904 630 154
Olivia Stapleton | ostapleton@monmouthdean.com | 07899 667 988
Disclaimer: Crossland Otter Hunt for themselves and for the Vendors of the property, whose Agents they are, give notice that these particulars do not constitute, nor constitute any part, of an offer or a contract. The maker of these statements has taken all reasonable steps and exercised all due
diligence in the preparation of these statement. None of the statements contained in these particulars as to this property is to be relied upon as statements or representations of fact. All measurements are approximate and any intending purchasers must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise
as to the correctness of each of the statements contained in these particulars. Any services or installations, mechanical, electrical or otherwise, described within these particulars have not been tested and purchasers should rely on their own inspection and verification. The vendors do not make or
give and neither Crossland Otter Hunt or any person in their employment has any authority to make or give any representation or warranty whatever in relation to this property. (Oct 2021)

